Polymerization of light-curing dental materials is initiated using camphorquinone (CQ) (λmax = 468 nm) with tertiary arylamines (Norrish-II type) at wavelengths of 400-500 nm. Alternatively, acylphosphine oxides (APO; λmax = 385 nm) and bisacylphosphine oxides (BAPO, λmax = 397 nm) are used to avoid discoloration by arylamines. The low solubility of BAPO and limited VIS-absorption of APO limit their potential for many applications.[1, 2] The strong absorption and scattering of wavelengths between 390-420 nm in methacrylate-based restorative materials limit the depth of photocure (DOC) achievable in acceptable periods of time. To achieve the 4 mm DOC demanded from so-called „Bulk-Filling” restorative composites, the bisacryl-germane based (BAGe) initiator Ivocerin® (λmax = 408 nm) was developed.[3, 4, 5] For further improvement of DOC, bathochromically shifted initiators are investigated. Novel Ge- and Sn-based initiators, such as tetraacryl-germane (TAGe) and -stannane (TASn) initiators are herein discussed in comparison to Ivocerin’. [6, 7, 8] While λmax of TAGe and TASn show no bathochromic shift relative to Ivocerin, the absorption at 440-480 nm overlaps significantly better with the emission spectrum of dental light-curing unit (LCU). TAGe’s and TASn’s rapid photolysis results in complete and irreversible bleaching within 10 s irradiation using a LCU (390-510 nm). Dental composites comprising equimolar concentrations of initiators (0.2 wt.% BAGe, 0.4 wt.% TAGe and TASn) were compared regarding DOC at different wavelengths (400-517 nm). Here, TASn gave an increased DOC at higher wavelength in comparison to BAGe. The presented systems are highly interesting alternatives to commercially available photo initiators. Their highly effective radical generation, excellent photobleaching, excitation at biocompatible wavelengths and low toxicity of photolysis products offer great potential for a variety of different medical and industrial applications.
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